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Teacher - Venture for All @ CBS, creating and delivering business 
entrepreneurship classes globally in emerging economies

Columbia Small Business Development Center (CBS), teaching SME’s , 
start ups, entrepreneurs teaching, mentoring business development 
skills

VP of Marketing and Business Development - Privately held 
Seafood/Aquaculture Processor and Importer

Advisory Council, IBM BlockChain FoodTrust HyperLedger

-Director of brand & category management/market insights for a $1.2 
billion wholesale food distributor in the Metro NYC market. director 
for nationally recognized caused related marketing program 
(education/health & wellness)

-Founder Onemine Marketing, worked with top CPG’s in Metro NY 
market (inner city marketing programs)

-Founder – McQuade Associates, an independent supermarket 
marketing cooperative 

-Founded First Certified “Natural Light Beef” Company in US.
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But late last week, a “social pact” was reached among representatives of Chile’s main 
political parties to hold a referendum in April on whether to write a new constitution. 

Many are cautiously optimistic.
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CHILE’S BROKEN
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A report by IBM Institute for Business Value 
and Oxford Economics found that:

• 90% Indian startups fail within the first 
five years

• Lack of innovation being the main reason

“77%of the venture capitalists believe 
they don’t have unique business models.

‘Entrepreneurial India’, 

“credited the failure in development to the 
bad condition of education in the country”

A very clear indicator would be the 
number of international patents India has 
applied for. In 2015-16, 
• India applied for 1,423 patents
• Japan’s count stood at 44,235
• China at 29,846
• South Korea at 14,626.
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WELCOME TO THE AGE OF DISRUPTION!

Essential for improving long-term 
prospects 
ü Encouraging innovation
ü Improving the linkage between 

education and the labor market
ü Promoting the participation of women in 

the labor market.

Keys for reducing the remaining poverty 
and strengthening the middle class 
ü Enhancing the quality of health and 

education services
ü Reducing constraints to access to well-

targeted social policies



Confidential

“The notion that we can go to college for four 
years and then spend that knowledge for the 
next 30 is over. 
If you want to be a lifelong employee anywhere 
today, you have to be a lifelong learner.

And that means:
More is now on you. And that means self-
motivation to learn and keep learning becomes 
the most important life skill.

“Step back from all of this and it’s clear that thriving countries today won’t elect a 
strongman. They’ll elect leaders who inspire and equip their citizens to be strong people 
who can own their own futures.”



Welcome to 
the Age of 
Disruption, 

Innovation & 
The Customer!





Start-Up Chile (SUP) is a public 
startup accelerator created by the 
Chilean Government for high-potential 
entrepreneurs to bootstrap their 
startups and use Chile as a foundation. 
Start-Up Chile is the…
ü leading accelerator in LATAM
ü among the TOP 10 globally
ü one of the biggest and most diverse startup 

communities in the world…
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nearly 42.5%...
of employees in private sectors are afflicted from depression 
or general anxiety disorder,

1. Depression
2. Bankruptcy charges
3. Technology failures
4. Poaching by other firms
5. Predatory investments by venture capitalists
6. Fudging numbers and misrepresentation
7. Over-reliance on grants
8. Delusions of grandeur
9. Thrown out of the house for being an entrepreneur

"Mind you, these are the cases I am currently handling," Mr Quek said

Over the last seven years, Mr Quek has clocked almost 1,000 hours of mentoring nearly 500 local startups.
Asked what plagues entrepreneurs the most, the entrepreneur-turned-venture capitalist shares this list:



I have questions



The Global Risks 
Landscape 2019…
What is the impact 
and likelihood of 

global risks?
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Take control: Disruption as an opportunity
In periods of rapid change, a new strategy is 
required: one that enables companies to act in 
the face of disruption, confidently. We call this 
strategy “rotating to the new”—it has four 
actions:
1.Grow the Core
2.Transform the Core
3.Scale the new
4.Pivot wisely

PERIODS OF DISRUPTION ARE PERIODS OF OPPORTUNITIES



•Disruption State: Viability
Focus: Greater Emphasis on “Growing the Core”
•Direct investments to build new capabilities
•Activate demand for innovative offerings with existing 
customers
•Use core strength to expand into adjacent markets

•Disruption State: Durability
Focus: Transform the Core
Maintain cost leadership in the core
•Use efficiency-enabling technologies to increase 
profitability
•Channel freed-up investments toward experimentation, 
making core offerings cheaper and better

•Disruption State: Vulnerability
Focus: Scale the New
•Reduce dependence on fixed assets, and monetize those that 
are underutilized
•Respond to decreased demand for core products by spotting 
and scaling up innovations
•Use technology and data to build enhanced services and 
offerings that alleviate customer pain points

•Disruption State: Volatility
Focus: Pivot Wisely
•Be bold with corporate and financial restructuring
•Find the right pace and timing to shift to new 
businesses and opportunities

PERIODS OF DISRUPTION ARE PERIODS OF OPPORTUNITIES



To arrive at a powerful sense of purpose, Yamashita says, 
companies today need “a fundamental orientation that is 
outward looking” – so they can understand what people out 
there in the world truly desire and need, and what’s standing 
in the way. 
At the same time, business leaders also must look inward, to 
try to clarify their own core values and larger ambitions
For the past two decades, Keith Yamashita has led  SYPartners, a practice that collaborates with CEOs and their leadership teams to build 
great companies and organizations. 

CORE VALUES:
What is our company’s purpose on this earth?



“My passion has been to build 
an enduring company where 
people were motivated to 
make great products. 
The products, not the profits, 
were the motivation. 

“a fundamental orientation that is outward looking” 

Sculley flipped these priorities 
to where the goal was to 
make money. 
It’s a subtle difference, but it 
ends up meaning everything.”

Steve Jobs





Amancio Ortega: “Innovation and 
commitment towards our 
customers define our corporate 
culture”

“a fundamental orientation that is outward looking” 







THE FUTURE OF CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT AND EXPERIENCE

“a fundamental orientation 
that is outward looking” 



“a fundamental orientation that is outward looking” 



Gartner L2 analyst Cooper Smith 

“Missed it by 
this much!”





CHILE’S BROKEN
BUSINESS MODEL



Confidential

1955
Today 55 left

THE FUTURE OF CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT AND EXPERIENCE
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Very best chance
of winning

Boldly going 
nowhere

Not long for 
this world

Best of Intentions, 
but incapable

Strategy effectiveness

Organizational
effectiveness

HOW ALIGNED IS YOUR 
STRATEGY WITH YOUR 
LONG-TERM PURPOSE?

HOW ALIGNED IS YOUR STRATEGY WITH YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL CAPABILITIES?
SOURCE: JONATHAN TREVOR AND BARRY VARCOE

THE BEST COMPANIES ARE THE BEST ALIGNED
Strategy, purpose and organizational capabilities 
must all be in sync!



Very best chance
of winning

Strategy effectiveness

Organizational
effectiveness

Very best chance of winning: 
Companies that score highly on both scales stand the very best chance 
of winning in their competitive field. But alignment manifests itself in 
more than just superior financial performance. 

It also leads to…
• a more positive work climate
• above-average staff engagement
• a strong commitment to values
• few(er) energy-sapping turf wars and in-fighting. 



Boldly going 
nowhere

Boldly going nowhere: 
Businesses that have strong alignment between their strategy and organization, but 
weak alignment between strategy and purpose are classed as “boldly going nowhere.”

They are many capable businesses with great people but…
• lack a coherent, overarching purpose that helps guide shifts in strategy
• becomes less and less capable over time
• customers move on
• talented employees depart for new pastures.



Best of Intentions, 
but incapable

Best of intentions, but incapable: 
Companies that score highly on the purpose and strategy alignment scale, but low 
on the strategy and organization scale, are more or less incapable of implementing 
their strategy as intended. 

The performance penalty may be manifest in…
• poor customer attraction and retention
• higher-than-expected costs
• organizational dysfunctions
• simple financial underperformance

“growth above all else.”



Not long for 
this world

Not long for this world: 
Companies that score low on both scales are in crisis, even if it isn’t 
immediately obvious. 
Their strategies do not – cannot – fulfill their larger purpose, because…
• they fail to effectively address customer preference, market conditions, and 

competitor capability. 
• their organization is incapable of delivering against strategic priorities.



What does the world hunger for? 

What are the big challenges? 

Who have we (as a company) 
historically been when we’ve been at 
our best? 

Who must we fearlessly become?



Among the 7,000+ companies who 
responded (in over 130 countries), 
the #1 issue on leaders minds is… 
"how to redesign our organizational 
structure" 
to meet the demands of the workforce and 
business climate today.

Deloitte Human Capital Trends 2016,

http://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/human-capital/articles/introduction-human-capital-trends.html


How Things Use to Be What We Have Now How Things Really Work



How Things Really Work

• Shared Values and Culture
• Transparent Goals & Projects
• Integrated Info/Feedback Pipeline
• Rewards Based on Capabilities, Skills…

Not on the Position 

Deloitte Human Capital Trends 2016,

http://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/human-capital/articles/introduction-human-capital-trends.html


"positional leadership" 
(I am the leader because I am the VP) 

“team leadership" 
Creating “followship”

INSPIRE, PERFORM, CONNECT

HIERARCHY MODEL NETWORK MODEL



Your company's employment 
brand is now public information

And many companies have work to do. 
• 31% of employees are engaged at work
• 51% are disengaged and 
• 18% actively disengaged Gallup's latest research

The Importance Of Culture And Engagement

http://www.gallup.com/poll/181289/majority-employees-not-engaged-despite-gains-2014.aspx


1. Stifling structures
GROWTH INITIATIVES PAIN POINTS

Well-defined organizational structures establish the 
roles and norms that enable large companies to get 
things done. 
Therefore, when growth plans call for doing things that 
are entirely new—say, expanding into new geographies 
or adding products—it’s well worth the leadership’s 
time to examine existing organizational structures to see 
if they’re flexible enough to support the new initiatives. 

Sometimes they won’t be.



GROWTH INITIATIVES PAIN POINTS

Business processes are another area that companies often overlook, 
to their detriment, when they are growing. It’s important for a 
company to determine which processes will come under particular 
stress when it grows. 
There is a  case of danger of not addressing potential problems early.

2. Un-Scalable processes

• Jony Ive – the British designer that is the Chief Design Officer (CDO) 
at Apple– and his design team lead the company 

• They do not report to finance, manufacturing, etc
• Design Teams are separated from the larger company
• The team is also removed from the traditional Apple hierarchy
• They create their own reporting structures and report directly to the 

executive team.



GROWTH INITIATIVES PAIN POINTS 3. Unprepared people
Growth naturally creates new interactions and processes, expected 
and unexpected, and often at a fast pace. To manage them, the 
employees who face the greatest complexity—for example, those in 
functions or businesses that will see increased activity—must have 
“ambidextrous” capabilities. 
These enable people to take initiative beyond the confines of their 
jobs, to cooperate and build linkages across the organization, and to 
complete many tasks in parallel.

As such, even as their team made great 
technologies, Xerox failed to combine this 
innovation with sustainably profitable 
business models.



Periods of Disruption…
Are Periods of Opportunities

Talent…Either You Have It 
or You Get It!

Think Strategic…
You Don’t have to Make the Puzzle...
Just Put It Together!

Save Time, Save Money…
Lean Innovation 

Failure…Is an Option!

"Bold bets...pay for a lot 
of failures. I've made 
billions of dollars of 
failures at Amazon.com” 


